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For seventeen-year-old Bria Hale, image is everything. She's a militant vegan
with purple hair, Doc Martens and a permanent scowl. Kissing captain of the
football team Ben Harris? Definitely not part of that image.

Now with each secret kiss, she's falling deeper for the boy every girl at
Oceanside High is crushing on. Throw in a few forbidden bacon cheeseburgers
and she's facing one major identity crisis.

Ignoring Ben should be easy, but when a flashy display of artistic spirit lands her
in close quarters after hours with the boy she's too cool to like, she can't keep
pretending those kisses meant nothing. With her reputation and her heart on a
collision course, Bria must either be true to herself or to the persona she's spent
all of high school creating.

Praise for THE ART OF FALLING

THE ART OF FALLING gives an honest look at self discovery during those
delicate teen years, and how easy it can be to succumb to the stereotypes, yet
how brave it is to rise above them.
- Ginger at www.greadsbooks.com
Jenny Kaczorowski's writing is easy to follow and before I knew it I was halfway
through the book. If all of Bloomsbury Spark's books are like The Art of Falling
they have a winning formula.
- Luna at Luna's Little Library
Jenny Kaczorowski's debut is fun, engaging and sweet and I'll definitely devour
her future novels when I'm in need of an afternoon of escapism!
- Sophie at So Many Books, So Little Time
The romance between Bria and Ben was heartwarming, and the journey as Bria
struggles to break out of the role she's created is very satisfying.
- Airianna at Ninja Girl Reads
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For seventeen-year-old Bria Hale, image is everything. She's a militant vegan with purple hair, Doc Martens
and a permanent scowl. Kissing captain of the football team Ben Harris? Definitely not part of that image.

Now with each secret kiss, she's falling deeper for the boy every girl at Oceanside High is crushing on.
Throw in a few forbidden bacon cheeseburgers and she's facing one major identity crisis.

Ignoring Ben should be easy, but when a flashy display of artistic spirit lands her in close quarters after hours
with the boy she's too cool to like, she can't keep pretending those kisses meant nothing. With her reputation
and her heart on a collision course, Bria must either be true to herself or to the persona she's spent all of high
school creating.

Praise for THE ART OF FALLING

THE ART OF FALLING gives an honest look at self discovery during those delicate teen years, and how
easy it can be to succumb to the stereotypes, yet how brave it is to rise above them.
- Ginger at www.greadsbooks.com
Jenny Kaczorowski's writing is easy to follow and before I knew it I was halfway through the book. If all of
Bloomsbury Spark's books are like The Art of Falling they have a winning formula.
- Luna at Luna's Little Library
Jenny Kaczorowski's debut is fun, engaging and sweet and I'll definitely devour her future novels when I'm in
need of an afternoon of escapism!
- Sophie at So Many Books, So Little Time
The romance between Bria and Ben was heartwarming, and the journey as Bria struggles to break out of the
role she's created is very satisfying.
- Airianna at Ninja Girl Reads
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Editorial Review

Review
"THE ART OF FALLING gives an honest look at self discovery during those delicate teen years, and how
easy it can be to succumb to the stereotypes, yet how brave it is to rise above them."- Ginger at
greadsbooks.com

"Jenny Kaczorowski's writing is easy to follow and before I knew it I was halfway through the book. If all of
Bloomsbury Spark's books are like The Art of Falling they have a winning formula." - Luna at Luna's Little
Library

"Jenny Kaczorowski's debut is fun, engaging and sweet and I'll definitely devour her future novels when I'm
in need of an afternoon of escapism!" - Sophie at So Many Books, So Little Time

"The romance between Bria and Ben was heartwarming, and the journey as Bria struggles to break out of
the role she's created is very satisfying." - Airianna at Ninja Girl Reads

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Myra Flory:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book so. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a e-book will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a reserve you will get new information simply because book is one of many
ways to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, examining a book will make an individual more
imaginative. When you studying a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring you to definitely
imagine the story how the personas do it anything. Third, you can share your knowledge to other people.
When you read this The Art of Falling, you are able to tells your family, friends and also soon about yours
guide. Your knowledge can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a reserve.

Tom Burkhardt:

The reason why? Because this The Art of Falling is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting
for you to snap this but latter it will distress you with the secret it inside. Reading this book alongside it was
fantastic author who also write the book in such awesome way makes the content interior easier to
understand, entertaining method but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this ever again or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of rewards than the
other book possess such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking way. So , still want to
hold up having that book? If I had been you I will go to the guide store hurriedly.
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Bobby Gonsalves:

Reading can called brain hangout, why? Because if you find yourself reading a book specially book entitled
The Art of Falling your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in every single aspect that
maybe unknown for but surely can be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a book
then become one contact form conclusion and explanation that will maybe you never get just before. The
The Art of Falling giving you another experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful
details for your better life on this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern is your body and mind is
going to be pleased when you are finished examining it, like winning a. Do you want to try this extraordinary
paying spare time activity?

Helen Rios:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our expertise for everything. By a e-book we can know
everything we wish. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year ended
up being exactly added. This publication The Art of Falling was filled regarding science. Spend your spare
time to add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has distinct feel when they
reading some sort of book. If you know how big advantage of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a
guide. In the modern era like right now, many ways to get book which you wanted.
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